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LARGE SCALE PROCESSING OF SEISMIC DATA IN SEARCH OF 
REGIONAL AND GLOBAL STRESS PATTERNS 
BY A. BnN-MENAHEM, H. JAROSCH Am) M. ROSnN~AN 
ABSTRACT 
A composite computer program has been devised for a fast reduction of multi- 
station seismic data in the period range 50-500 sec for mantle surface waves 
and 20-100 sec for body waves. 
The analysis aims at the reconstruction of the seismic source from the spectrum 
of its far radiation field and the correlation of its parameters with its depth, size 
and regional environment. 
The capability of the computational procedure has been demonstrated in two 
studies of WWNSS records: one includes a spectral analysis of surface waves from 
a shallow shock in the Kurile Islands; the other includes a spectral analysis of P 
waves from 9 shocks in the depth range 550-700 km at Fiji, Mariana, Java, Japan, 
Peru and Brazil. 
Other applications of the proposed data processing routine are foreseen; a 
tsunami warning system and focal depth determination from spectral modal ratios. 
It is believed that a persistent search for stress patterns, based on the processing 
of a sufficiently large sample of seismic events, is essential to any future program 
of earthquake prediction. 
INTRODUCTION 
A major problem in seismology is the development of dependable numerical pro- 
cedures for the extraction of source information from the various seismic signals. 
Chief among them is the spectral equalization method. (SatS, 1955; Tukey, 1959; 
Aki, 1960; Brune, 1961; Ben-Menahem and ToksSz, 1963; Kasahara, 1963; Toks6z, 
Ben-Menahem and Harkrider, 1964). According to this method one isolates on the 
seismogram certain wave forms which correspond to seismic rays or modes. These 
wave forms are separated from the records, transformed into digital form and then 
subjected to a Fourier analysis. The spectrums are then compensated for whatever 
"happened" to them on their routes from the source to the stations. Effects such as 
dispersion, attenuation and instrumental distortion are taken into account. Finally, 
one compares the amplitude and phase residuals with theoretical source models in 
order to determine the physical parameters of the source. (Ben-Menahem, 1961; 
Haskell, 1963; Ben-Menahem and Harkrider, 1964; Brune, 1964; Ben-5.[enahem, 
Smith and Teng, 1965; and Aki, 1966). 
This equalization procedure is applicable to the entire spectrM range from body 
waves of 20 second period to periods of the order of one hour. (Alsop and Brahe, 1965; 
Teng and Ben-Menahem, 1965). 
Recent studies in this particular field have furnished us with an incomplete picture 
of the seismic source. Most of these previous tudies were based on data from a single 
seismic event. Since the establishment of a world-wide network of standard stations 
by the USCGS, studies have been made of single events around a network of stations. 
However, in order to obtain a fuller understanding of the nature of the seismic source, 
it would be extremely helpful to study many earthquakes from many regions, achier- 
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ing through the resulting distribution of events a much firmer basis for the drawing of 
more general conclusions regarding the mechanism of earthquake sources. 
We shall now turn to a detailed escription of the computational procedure, 
ANALYSIS OF SURFACE WAVES 
With the aid of modern ultra long-period seismographs it now becomes possible to 
record mantle Rayleigh and Love waves from shocks with a Richter magnitude that 
is as low as 5½ (Figure 1). Had the WWNSS been equipped with seismographs of
this kind, the present suitable data for source studies would have increased by a 
factor of at least ten. With the recordings of the WWNSS, however, we must restrict 
ourselves to magnitudes higher than 7. For lower magnitudes it is difficult o obtain a 
good azimuthal coverage for most source locations. 
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FIG. 1. Displacement seismograms of mantle ~ayleigh waves from an earthquake in the inter- 
mediate magnitude range. (By courtesy of Mr. l~alph Gilman and Dr. Stewart W. Smith, Cali- 
fornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California.) 
Let us therefore assume the availability of a readable set of long-period seismograms 
with a fair azimuthal coverage. Assume also that the origin time, the source coordinates 
and the source depth are known, and that the relevant Rayleigh and Love signals 
have been separated from the records and digitized. To speed up the identification and 
separation of the various ignals from the records, we found it quite useful to prepare 
a routine which prints for each station "arrivals" and "departures" of Love and Ray- 
leigh waves, corresponding to a few chosen group velocity windows. 
Figure 2 summarizes the chain of operations relevant to the first stage of the data 
analysis. Let a time-interval on the seismogram be represented by the function 
If(t) ./(to, tl)} where I = i for to < t < ti, and I = 0 for tl < t and t < to. Its Fourier 
transform (the trace spectrum) was defined by us as 
ft tl F(~)  = f ( t )e  -i~' dr. 
0 
(i) 
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Using the modified trapezoid rule to evaluate the integral the program then prints 
amplitudes, phases, normalized amplitudes and log (amplitudes) for any specified 
set of frequencies. The program was designed with multi-station i put data in mind, 
namely, with the object of minimizing the visual and manual labor of the research 
staff by letting the computer do most of the routine work, including simple decisions. 
The output of the first stage is obtained simultaneously in two forms: (1) as corn- 
SURFACE WAVE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 



















Flow diagram for a routine Fourier analysis of multi-station seismic data. Y = YES, 
N = NO. Connections (1) and (2) lead to Figures 3 and 14. 
purer sheets on which the trimmed, detrended, filtered and tapered (if so required) 
Signals are plotted nnd their Fourier spectrums tabulated and plotted, and (2) as 
tape or card output carrying the same information. 
This output serves as the input to the second stage, which is summarized in Figure 3. 
The reader should keep this scheme in mind while we explain its details in the sub- 
sequent figures. 
The theoretical background of the equalization method is as follows: 
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The source is assumed to be specified as a product of three factors: 
(1) the spatial factor, which depends upon the equivalent force system; 
(2) the temporal factor, which is the Fourier transform of the source time function; 
(3) the finiteness factor, which arises from the hypothesis that the rupture along 
the fault moved horizontally with a uniform speed over a finite distance. 
The spatial factor, like the other two factors, is complex; it is determined by the 
orientation of the source, its depth, and the structure of the layered medium through 
which the signal propagates. As the signal spreads out on its way to the recording 
station, its spectrum is modified by: 
SURFACE WAVE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
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FIG. 3. F low diagram for quasi-automatic derivation of source parameters f rom multi-station 
surface wave  data. 
(i) attenuation due to the inelasticity of the upper mantle; 
(2) dispersion, geometrical spread, and polar phase shift over a spherical Earth; and 
(3) the filtering and directional effects of the recording instrument. 
The  compensation for these distorting agents is known as the amplitude and phase 
equalization of the signal's spectrum. 
In the case of earthquakes which exhibit multiple arrivals of both even and odd 
orders, the "directivity method"  can be used to determine the fault length and the 
rupture speed (if any) from records of a single station. A ratio of spectra of even and 
odd arrivals is fitted to theoretical curves for various combinations of fault length 
and rupture speed. This ratio, known as the directivity, can perhaps be better visualized 
if one imagines the radiation field of a moving antenna of finite length. The  spectral 
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ratio of the forward to the backward fields is diagnostic of the radiator's length and 
speed. 
Once the source parameters have been determined from the direetivity, an immediate 
comparison is made with the extent of the aftershoek zone. Previous results indicate 
that there is some relationship between the "direetivity fault length" and the after- 
shock extent. 
The  phase equalization method can be used only if the phase velocities over the 
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Fro. 4. A computer output o~ a distance-azimuth subroutine for a network of WWNSS. 
great circle path from the source to the station are known. If the path is mostly 
continental or purely oceanic, appropriate phase velocities must  be employed. The  
essence of this method is basically a careful "bookkeeping" of the phase history of the 
signal. The  thumb rule is, that all phase advances due to propagation, sphericity, 
source to station geometry and instrumental distortion, must be subtracted, and all 
phase retardations (such as the initial phase due to time dependence and finiteness) 
must  be added to the phases of the Fourier analysis. The  algebraic signs of the 
Fourier phases depend upon whether the Fourier transform has been performed with 
ioJt e-i~,t 
e or  
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Once the phases have been stripped of everythh~g which "happened to the signal 
on its way to the station", interpretation i  terms of source elements begins. Theo- 
retically, for the horizontal component of displacement due to a point source, the 
sum of the spatial phases of two opposite-going signals must (for a shear fault) be 
exactly equal to ~/2. If the source is of the propagating rupture type, the sum will be 
equal to ~/2 - ,f, where f is the frequency and r is the time of rupture. 
Next, the remaining phases are explained in terms of the orientation angles of a 
displacement vector at the source. This is done with the aid of an inversion program 
which calculates theoretical phase spectrums for various orientations and depths in a 
multilayered flat earth model. 
Figure 4 shows a typical output sheet which gives the necessary geometrical dis- 
tances and angles from the source to the recording station network. 
Figure 5 shows a sample of the amplitude qualization procedure. The second and 
CflROESTED &MP[ITUDF SPECTOUM 
I ~ I I |  PERIOD AMPINI,I) ATT AIN$ CnRRAMP 
1 5,0OOOF -3 2,0030F 2 5,646BE 3 2.901BE - I  4o?D26F ? 6.6225F I 
2 5,2000F -3 1,92~IE ? 5.g~OPF 3 2.6~P3E - I  ~.O431E ~ 4,~Sg~F 1 
3 5,~OOOE -~ I.851~E 2 5.qgl2F 3 ?o3807F - I  5.104oE Z 4,°132F l 
%@000[ -5 1,7q57F ? 5m6R74L 3 2,2657E - I  ~°5~7~F ~ 4°4@~2E I 
5 5.~OOCF -~ 1 ,7~IE  ~ 5~37~PF ~ 2,C522F -1 6oO~g~ ~ 4o2~73F 1 
6 5.O000r -~ 1.6067E ? ~,3742F 3 l , q~31E - I  6.613BE ~ ~.155~F 1 
7 5, SDDOF -3  1.612qF 2 <,751FE 3 l .  eS@BF - I  7,15e3F 2 4.~lqTF [ 
b,~OOOF -3 1,5675F ~ 6.26gCF 3 I,~B36E -1  7°707~ 2 ~,~OF I 
q b, bOOOF -3 Io5"152t ? 6.615~F ~ 1.6023F - I  8,?BIDF 2 6.97736 1 
|0  5 ,8000F  -3 1,47G~E ) 5.6283~ 3 I,~@~2F - ]  B.@703~ ? 5°4008E I 
11 7,0030f -3 1,4286E ~ ~.381~F ~ I.IOC7F -1  q.474~F 2 5 .6~74F  1 
12 ?.2000F -a 1.3~89E P b.O~6IE 3 l°lqOTF - I  l .COqS~ 3 5°0~95E 1 
13 7 ,~030E -3  1 ,~514E ~ 5 ,73~5F ~ 1 . lqCTF  -1  l °n723E 3 4o4@~OE l 
I* ? ,SOOOF -3 1,3158E ? 5,2484F 3 I . I~32F -I 1 .1366E 3 4 .~b80~ I 
I~ 7,803~ r -3  1 ,2871E ? 4°505~F ~ 9.76~3E -2  I.2O?~F ~ 3,8306F  I 
I~ @.OO30E -.3 1.250~E ? 3.616~F 3 I.C264F - I  I°26~5E 3 ~o7734E 1 
17 8.20DOE -3  1.21O5F P 2.5~07F 3 I,C138~ - I  1.335o~ 3 ~,IOI4E 1 
18 B.4OOOE -3 1.1905E ~ 2.5042F ~ I.O013F -1  1.40~1~ 3 1.77@1E 1 
lq 8 ,6030E -3 1.1628F 2 Z.6346F a ° ,B@OgF -2 1 ,47~IE ~ 1.8C53E I 
23 8.8900E -~ 1.1~54E ? ~.9384~ 3 9.76~3F -2 I.~42~E ~ l.q~64F 1 
?1 9. OODOE -3  l . l l l l f  ? 3 .1123~ 3 0 .~124F  -2 1,~131 ~ 3 ? .G~&3F l 
22 9, SDDOE -3 I.O87DE 2 3,10o4 c 3 o°o~ -? I .~  'xt; ~ ?.0375E 1 
23 9,4DOOF -3 1,5638E ? 3,ObBR~ ~ P,73eq ~ - )  1.7~5~F ~ 1,9~72F I 
2~ %6000F -3 1,04lTE ? 3oOEO~F ~ ~.47' 5F -? l .~27:E ~ l,qSbOF l 
25 9.8000~ -~ |°O?3AE ;' 3 .068¢F  3 7, R I l l  c -2  1,COROt ~ 2 .0634r  1 
25 I.DO30F - ]  I,OOODE :" 3.1503F 3 7,2 '~P7r -? I .°712 c 3 2.1O~OF I 
FIG. 5. A computer output for amplitude equalization ofsurface wave signals from a network 
of WWNSS. The particLflar result shown here is for a Rayleigh wave R8 recorded at Aquila, Italy 
from the Kurile Islands aftershock ofOctober 20, 1963. 
third columns from the left list the frequencies and the periods, respectively. The fourth 
column lists the Fourier amplitude spectrum over the given frequency range. Next 
is the physical attenuation factor e -~c~)A where -~(~) is the frequency dependent 
attenuation factor, and A is the central angle in radians from station to epicenter. 
The column AINS lists the amplitude response of a critically damped and zero- 
coupled WWNSS seismograph system: 
AINS (~) = MJ/(~02 + J)(~g2 + J )  
where M is a constant pertinent to the magnification at the recording station. Ex- 
plicitly M ~--- M#0 where M0 takes one of the values: 6000, 3000, 1500, 750, 375. 
For a general reference see tIagiwara (1958). 
Finally 
C0R RAMP -- (AMP) (INV.AZC~I%) ~ A. 
(ATT) (AINS) 
Letting INV.AZ be the inverse azimuth at the station, measured clockwise from 
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north, then 





for NS Love waves and EW Rayleigh waves 
for EW Love Waves and NS Rayleigh waves 
The corrected amplitudes are given in units of ram-see. 
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FIG. 6. A computer  output  for phase equal izat ion of surface wave signals f rom a network of 
WWNSS. The part icular  result  shown here is for a Rayleigh wave R2 recorded at S tut tgar t ,  
Germany,  f rom the Kuri le Is lands aftershock of October 20, 1963. 
An example of a phase equalization is given in Figure 6. The wave R2 had traveled a
distance of 31024.0 kin. along the major arc from the Kurile Is. to Stuttgart. The 
time difference between the origin-time and the onset of the filtered time series was 
7965.0 sec. The appropriate phase velocities (in kin/see) for that path are listed in 
colunm four. The spatial initial phase of the far-field vertical component of R2 is 
generally given by 
PHASE(I) = A( I )  - FRP(I)  -- PtI INS(I) -1- I F IN(I)  [ + ]STEP[ -- POLAR 
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